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Abstract—This paper presents a survey of real-world sub-
synchronous oscillation events associated with inverter-based
resources (IBR) over the past decade. The focus is on those
oscillations in the subsynchronous frequency range known to be
influenced by power grid characteristics, e.g., series compensation
or low system strength. A brief overview of the historical events is
presented followed by detailed descriptions of a series of events.
This paper also examines causation mechanisms and proposes
future research directions to meet grid needs worldwide.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PENETRATIONS of inverter-based resources (IBRs) are
increasing worldwide. The maximum instantaneous pen-

etration levels of IBRs in South Australia, Texas, Ireland, and
Tasmania have reached 150%, 66%, 92%, and 95%, respec-
tively [1]. The operation with such high levels of IBRs has
introduced undesirable dynamics, including subcycle overvolt-
age [2], ac overcurrents [3] and subsynchronous oscillations
(SSOs) [4], [5]. Stability issues related to IBRs have caught
attention by the IEEE Power & Energy Society. In view of
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this, stability definition and classification were revisited and
extended to include converter-driven stability issues in [6].
Understanding these dynamics has led to the development of
sophisticated solutions such as SSO damping controllers for
type-3 wind turbines [5]. On the other hand, many oscillatory
phenomena remain to be understood and mitigated, such as
oscillations caused by low system strength or weak grid
[7]. According to a 2020 system strength workshop held
by Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) [8], weak
grid associated stability challenges are viewed as the most
significant challenges to higher IBR penetrations.

SSOs are not uniquely related to IBRs. In the past, SSOs
have been observed in synchronous generators, HVdc systems
and flexible ac transmission systems (FACTs). Lessons learned
from the past can help us relate and solve today’s stability
issues facing IBR integration. In 1971, Mohave power plant
in Nevada suffered mechanical shaft damage due to the
interaction of an electric resonance mode related to series
compensation and the torsional modes of the steam turbine
generator [9]. In 1977, the first SSO in HVdc was observed
at Square Butte in North Dakota. The current control loop of
an HVdc converter near a generating plant interacted with a
11.5-Hz torsional mode and drove the torsional mode unstable
upon switching out one ac line [10]. It is found that the the
conventional line commuted control-based HVDC’s current
and power control can provide negative electrical damping in
10-30 Hz range. This SSO can be easily mitigated through
proper design of HVDC control. Furthermore, for voltage
source converter (VSC)-HVDC, SSOs have also been observed
in real world operation and simulation studies when the ac
grid strength becomes weak. In [11], SSOs are identified to
be influenced by short-circuit ratio (SCR) and phase-locked-
loop (PLL) parameters. Moreover, for static var compensators
(SVCs) installed in weak grid, SSOs can also appear [12].

IBR controls have a wide timescale, thus IBR oscillations
are not limited to the subsynchronous range. According to the
review conducted in [6], hundred Hz and kilo Hz dynamics are
possible. Oscillations above synchronous frequency at hundred
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Hz have been observed in real world. For example, in Europe,
oscillations in the frequency range of a few hundred Hz to 800
Hz have been observed in offshore wind power plants (WPP)
[13], [14] due to the interaction of WPP and the collector
cable.

The focus of the current paper is to provide a survey
of real-world subsynchronous oscillation events associated
with WPPs and solar PVs. A brief historical overview is
first presented, followed by the detailed descriptions of actual
events in Section II and Section III. The events are roughly
categorized as SSO associated with type-3 WPPs intercon-
nected with series compensated networks (in short, series
capacitor SSO) and SSO associated with various IBRs (e.g.,
type-3 WPPs, type-4 WPPs, and solar PVs) with weak grid
interconnection (in short, weak grid SSO). Section II presents
oscillation events associated with series compensation and
wind farms. Mechanism analysis of series capacitor SSO is
also reviewed in this Section. Section III presents weak grid
oscillation events. This section builds off the work of the IEEE
PES TR-80 wind SSO task force report [5] to cover greater
detail and include recent oscillation events in eastern U.S.,
Canada, and Australia. Section IV presents a brief literature
review to summarize what are the possible mechanisms of
weak grid SSO. Section V compares the literature and various
real-world events, and raises five relevant questions for deep
think. Section VI concludes by examining the challenges and
suggesting future research directions.

A. Timeline of the events

The timeline of the nineteen events is as follows.
1) (2007) An SSO event occurred in south central Min-

nesota when a 100-MW type-3 WPP was inadvertently
left radially connected to a 345-kV series-compensated
transmission line. Digital fault records (DFR) revealed
a 9.44-Hz current oscillation frequency [5], [15].

2) (2009) Tripping of a transmission line left multiple type-
3 WPPs radially connected to a series compensated 345-
kV transmission line in South Texas. Large 20-30 Hz
overcurrents appeared within 150 ms, causing severe
damage to the series capacitor and WPPs [5], [16], [17].

3) (2010) Oklahoma Gas & Electric (OG&E) observed 13-
Hz oscillations at two nearby WPPs [4]. The oscillations
occurred when wind farm output was above 80 percent
of its rated level and the magnitude of oscillation reached
5% of the 138-kV voltage. OG&E curtailed the plant’s
output until the manufacturer made modifications to the
wind power conversion system.

4) (2011) 4-Hz oscillations were observed at a type-4 WPP
in Texas region after a transmission line tripped [18].

5) (2011-2014) Since 2011, oscillations were observed by
BPA during high wind generation conditions [4]. A 450-
MW type-4 WPP located in Oregon was identified as the
source. In summer 2013, BPA’s phasor measurement unit
(PMU) monitoring system identified 5-Hz oscillations
in voltage, real and reactive power. In early 2014, BPA
detected 14-Hz oscillations. Reactive power oscillations
reached 80 Mvar peak to peak while power reached

85% of the rated level. The wind generator manufacturer
upgraded their voltage control and no oscillations have
been detected since.

6) (2011-2012) OG&E reported two wind oscillation
events, one in December 2011 and another one in
December 2012. Both were triggered due to line outage.
For the 2012 event, 3-Hz oscillations appeared at a
60-MW WPP after a line outage [4]. Curtailing the
power helped restore the system. OG&E worked with the
WPP manufacturer to tune the WPP control parameters,
resolving the issue.

7) (2012-2013) During the one-year period, more than
58 oscillation events were reported in North China
with oscillation frequency of 6-9 Hz. The oscillations
occurred due to interaction between type-3 WPPs and
500-kV double circuit series compensated transmission
lines connecting Guyuan station with Inner Mongolia
and North China grids [5], [19].

8) (2014-2015) 30-Hz oscillations appeared when type-4
WPPs located in Xinjiang China with connection to a
750-kV system started to export power. The oscillations
spread to the main grid and caused the subsynchronous
resonance (SSR) protection relay of a 600-MW thermal
power plant located 48 km away to trip the power
plant. Initial research indicated that such oscillations are
triggered due to interaction between WPPs with weak
grid interconnection [20].

9) (2015) Poorly damped 20-Hz oscillations were observed
in root mean square (RMS) voltage of a 44-kV distribu-
tion feeder in Hydro One, Canada after the energizing
of a 30-Mvar shunt capacitor at the substation [21].
This feeder has three 10-MVA solar farms connected.
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis showed 80 Hz in
instantaneous currents.

10) (2016) In November 2016, PMUs captured oscillations
for multiple days at a solar farm in AEP footprint [4].

11) (2017) 37-Hz and 63-Hz oscillations were observed in
instantaneous voltages and currents at a 600-MW type-3
WPP (300 turbines, each 2 MW) connected to a 220-
kV grid in northwest China [22] and [23]. The 63-Hz
oscillations dominate phase voltages. Both resonances
are of positive sequence. The oscillations have been
resolved by grid strengthening (an additional 500 kV line
was constructed and put into service) and WPP converter
control update.

12) (2017) 7-Hz oscillations in real power, reactive power,
and RMS voltage appeared in a First Solar’s solar farm
in California [24].

13) (2017) Three separate SSO events occurred in South
Texas [5]. The frequency range is 22-26 Hz in instanta-
neous currents. WPP vendors fixed the issue by updating
WPP converter control software.

14) (2015-2019) 7-Hz voltage oscillations were observed in
Australia’s West Murray zone under low system strength
and high penetrations of IBRs [25], [26].

15) (2018-2019) 3.5-Hz oscillations were observed in real
power and reactive power measurement for two 230-kV
type-4 WPPs in Hydro One after a planned 230-kV bus
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outage [27]. The outage caused a significant reduction
in system strength viewed from the WPPs. A nearby
150-kV solar PV also reported undamped reactive power
oscillations.

16) (2019): 9-Hz oscillations were observed 10 minutes
before the August 2019 Great Britain (GB) power sys-
tem disruption [28]. Weak grid oscillations were later
identified as the reason why an 800-MW offshore WPP
went to the de-loading stage. The WPP vendor upgraded
the control software afterwards.

17) (2020) 17-19 Hz voltage oscillations were reported for
the West Murray zone in Australia [8].

18) (2021) 22-Hz oscillations in RMS voltage related to a
solar PV farm were reported by Dominion Energy in
eastern U.S. [29]. In instantaneous currents and voltages,
38-Hz and 82-Hz components were observed.

19) (2021) 8-Hz oscillations in RMS voltage were observed
in Scotland on August 24 2021 [30]. The disturbances
lasted 20-25 seconds on two occasions, approximately
30 minutes apart. The oscillations were mitigated after
some traditional plants were put back to the system.
The Scottish system has a very high penetration of wind
farms. The root cause of the oscillation is currently under
investigation.

II. SERIES CAPACITOR SSO
Events #1, #2, #7, #13 are all associated with type-3 WPPs

at radial connection with series capacitors and they are termed
series capacitor SSO.

A. Minnesota event in 2007: 9.44-Hz SSO
In 2007, an overcurrent SSO event was reported in south

central Minnesota. Within a span of about 0.3 seconds, the
phase current magnitude increased from less than 100 A to
around 1000 A.

As wind power-based generation rapidly increased in south-
ern Minnesota from 2004 to 2007, significant transmission
system improvements were required. One such improvement
involved installing 60% series compensation on a 54-mile 345-
kV transmission line to improve transfer capability. Fig. 1
shows the one-line diagram including the ring-bus where the
WPP was interconnected.

As part of the planning work for installing the series
capacitors, a traditional SSR screening analysis was performed
to examine interaction with nearby existing combustion tur-
bine generators. This analysis identified low SSR risk and
no SSR relays were installed. It was assumed at that time
that the nearby wind turbines, based on type-3 technology,
were not susceptible to SSR. On October 8, 2007, breakers
Brk5 and Brk6 were opened as part of a regular system
switching procedure, placing the WPP and the combustion
turbine generator units in a radial connection with the series
capacitor. The result was undamped current oscillations. Local
DFR data are shown in Fig. 2. Some wind turbine components
were damaged during this event along with damage to nearby
buswork. Post-event analysis indicated the oscillation mode
was not coincident with the combustion turbine generator
torsional modes.

Fig. 1: One-line diagram of the 345-kV system with series compensation in
south central Minnesota. Source: J. Ramamurthy; used with permission.

Fig. 2: Minnesota 2007 event. DFR records of phase current measurement.
Source: J. Ramamurthy; used with permission.

B. Texas events in 2009, 2017: 20-30 Hz SSO

(2009) As shown in Fig. 3, a cluster of type-3 WPPs totaling
680 MW was connected to the 345-kV Ajo station. The series
compensation at Rio Hondo had two stages: 33% and 17%
(total 50% compensation) based on the total reactance of the
transmission line between Rio Hondo and Lon Hill. In 2009,
a fault tripped the Ajo – Lon Hill line. Rapid subsynchronous
current oscillations in the range of 20 to 30 Hz appeared
almost immediately within 150 ms, causing high voltages and
resulting in damage to both the series capacitors and to the
wind turbine crowbar circuits. DFR records are shown in Fig.
4.

It is worth noting that because the Ajo station taps a
long series-compensated line, an outage on the north segment
leaves the WPPs experiencing an 80% effective compensation
level. After repairs were made, an SSR relay was installed
as a temporary solution to trip the transmission spur feeding
the WPPs. When the Rio Hondo to Lon Hill transmission
line was later reconductored for a higher current rating, the
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Fig. 3: A series compensated line in South Texas. Source: ERCOT; used with
permission.

compensation level was permanently reduced to 30%, thereby
reducing risk. The WPPs also later confirmed installation
of subsynchronous damping controllers and the relay was
considered no longer considered unecessary and retired.

Fig. 4: Texas 2009 event. Measurement data captured by Rio Hondo SEL421
at Ajo. Row 1-3: phase current. Row 4-6: phase voltage. 24-Hz oscillations
appear in the phase currents. Source: ERCOT; used with permission.

(2017) ERCOT experienced three SSO events in 2017, all
related to the series compensation on the Lobo – N Edinburg
345kV line.

This event was significant because all wind farms had been
previously studied for SSO and damping controllers were
installed. Inaccuracies in the PSCAD models was partly to
blame.

Several WPPs connect into this long transmission line which
connects the Lower Rio Grande Valley to Laredo; all utilized
type-3 turbines. Because of their interconnection locations, it is
possible to form a radial connection between the WPPs and the
series capacitors by opening either end of the line and the three
events in 2017 all involved such contingencies. Following each
event, 20 to 30 Hz oscillations were lasting until the WPPs
tripped off or the series capacitors automatically bypassed. No

Fig. 5: Texas 2017 event: the system topology and measurement records.
Source: ERCOT; used with permission.

damage was reported. The system topology and DFR records
are shown in Fig. 5.

It took one year to replicate the problem in simulation and
design an acceptable control solution. It is worth to note that
the IBR task force members at University of South Florida
set up a test bed to replicate the three 2017 events with public
available data only in [31]. Interested readers may refer to [31]
for the detailed information on the test bed.

C. North China 2012-2013: 6-9 Hz SSO

6-9 Hz SSO was observed in north China WPPs in 2012-
2013. The location is more than 300 km away from a load
center. The system topology is shown in Fig. 6. A network
of 220-kV lines collects the power from each WPP, and a
500-kV double-circuit backbone transmission line exports the
power to the Northern and Inner Mongolia grids. The two 500-
kV circuits are series compensated at 40% and 45% levels,
respectively. The equivalent series compensation level can be
as low as 6.66% [19].

Fig. 6: North China 500-kV lines with series compensation [19]. WPPs are
connected to the 500-kV lines. Source: X. Xie; used with permission.
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Fig. 7: (2012-2013) North China series capacitor SSO: power and phase
current measurement. Oscillation frequency is 8.1 Hz in phase current [19].
Source: X. Xie; used with permission.

There are 24 WPPs of three types in the area with an
installed capacity of 4224 MW. The percentages of type-2,
type-3 and type-4 are 82.8%, 15.4% and 1.8%, respectively.

Since the installation of series capacitors in October 2010,
SSO has occurred under the condition that all the series
compensated capacitors of all the 500-kV lines are put into
operation and the 220-kV wind power system is operating
normally. With a large number of new WPPs placed into
service since December 2012, the subsynchronous resonance
is much more likely to happen. From December 2012 to
December 2013, 58 SSO events in the wind power system
were detected. A typical formation of one of the SSO events
is presented in Fig. 7. The magnitude of oscillation grows until
reaching a sustained level. The oscillation disappears if one of
the four series compensations is taken out of service.

D. Mechanism Analysis of SSO in type-3 WPPs with series
compensation interconnections

The common mechanism of SSO between series capacitors
and type-3 wind generation is the induction generator effect
(IGE). This mechanism is unlike the 1971 Mohave power
plant SSR event for which torsional interactions were the
cause. The reason is that the natural frequency of wind turbine
shaft can be as low as 1.8 Hz. To have possible torsional
interactions, the frequency of SSOs in the phase current should
be about 48 Hz for a 50-Hz system or about 58 Hz for a 60-Hz
system. All the type-3 wind farm SSOs have frequencies below
30 Hz in phase currents. Specifically, wind farm SSO events
in North China (event #7) have 6-9 Hz in phase currents [19].
It is thus not possible for wind turbines subject to torsional
interactions.

At the electric LC resonant frequency, a doubly-fed induc-
tion generator’s slip is negative. Lower wind speed further
reduces the negative equivalent resistance.

The mechanism can be explained using a steady-state induc-
tion machine circuit by replacing the slip by a Laplace transfer
function [32]. Fig. 8 illustrates a type-3 wind turbine that is
radially connected to a series compensated network. The slip
can be represented by slip = 1 − jωm

s , where ωm is the per
unit rotor speed. s is the Laplacian transform variable.

At the network resonance frequency range, slip = 1− jωm

jωLC
.

Suppose that the machine speed is 0.75 p.u. and the LC
resonance frequency is 0.70 p.u .due to a series compensation
level of 50%. The resulting slip is 1−0.75/0.70 = −0.07. The
equivalent resistance becomes −14r′; thus, the system may be
subject to instability.

In addition, as stated by E.V. Larsen [33], the rotor side con-
verter’s current control logic (dq-frame PI control) effectively
increases the equivalent rotor-side resistance, which translates
to a negative resistance viewed from stator; thus, the rotor
side converter control may exacerbate SSOs. This finding is
also presented in [34] where an impedance model of a type-3
wind farm with rotor side converter current control included
is derived and used for stability analysis.

Fig. 8: Circuit diagram of a type-3 wind farm connected to an RLC circuit
[32].

To maintain efficient energy capture, modern wind turbines
are variable speed devices; they reduce rotor speed to match
lower wind speeds. Comparing 0.95 p.u. versus 0.75 p.u.
rotational speeds, it is obvious that both lead to negative
resistance. However, the latter leads to a smaller absolute
value of slip and a larger negative resistance, which explains
a higher risk of SSO under low wind speed condition. For
the same wind speed, a higher series compensation level
leads to a higher LC resonance frequency. Suppose that the
machine speed is nominal at 1 p.u.. Then a 50% compensation
level leads to 0.7 p.u. LC resonance frequency and -0.4286
slip, while 75% compensation level leads to 0.866 p.u. LC
resonance frequency and -0.1547 slip. Thus, the higher the
compensation level, the smaller the absolute value of slip, and
the worse the potential instability.

With all the historical series capacitor SSO events occurred
under the radial connection between type-3 WPP and series
capacitors, electromagnetic transient (EMT) studies in [35]
indicate that SSO could also be triggered under the non-radial
connection.

The type-3 wind generation is more vulnerable to series
capacitor SSO because IGE could be exacerbated by the in-
verter control. The industry terms such interaction as subsyn-
chronous control interactions (SSCI) [17] or subsynchronous
interaction (SSI) [33]. According to the EMT simulation study
results in [17], increasing DFIG rotor side converter current
control gain can worsen oscillations.
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1) Mitigations: A popular mitigation principle for LC res-
onant mode is to add damping at the LC resonant frequency
range. This can be achieved by designing a virtual resistance to
provide damping at SSO frequency while consuming insignif-
icant power at the nominal frequency. This can be achieved
in several ways, including design of generator special control,
adding resonance damping equipment at the wind farms or the
series capacitors, as pointed out by E.V. Larsen [33]. A few
examples are listed below.

The first method is to introduce supplementary control loops
in the wind turbine’s converter controllers so that they have
positive damping in the subsynchronous frequency range.

For example, a high-pass filter and potential derivative
controller-based mitigation technique has been implemented in
four type-3 wind turbines in north China [36]. However, it can
sometimes be challenging to add supplementary control loops
due to grid code compliance issues or additional labor costs
involved in upgrading already commissioned infrastructure.

Non-virtual resistance control methods include employing
feedback control loop to modulate the WPP terminal voltage
magnitude to counter the series capacitor voltage magnitude
[31].

The second potential mitigation solution is to add a specially
designed shunt converter-based damping device at the point of
connection, e.g., the one proposed in [37]. The shunt converter-
based supplementary controller injects subsynchronous cur-
rents into the grid and behaves like a virtual resistor at the
subsynchronous frequencies. A 10-MVA shunt converter-based
SSO damping controller has already been commissioned in the
Guyuan WPP in North China. Usually, the damping controller
is tuned to operate at a certain oscillation frequency, which
is known after frequency scan or post-event analysis. Some
algorithms can be adapted to detect and estimate the frequency
of the oscillation mode [38].

III. WEAK GRID SSO

Events #3-#7, #9-#12, #14-# 19 (total 15 events) are all
associated with weak grid operation. For all of these events
with the exception of #8 (West China 30-Hz event) and
#9 (Hydro One 20-Hz event), oscillations occurred at the
conditions when the power level is high and/or the system
strength is weak.

Event #8 is exceptional because the oscillation frequency is
relatively high for a weak grid event (30 Hz versus a typical
3-10 Hz weak grid oscillations in WPPs) and the oscillation
is unaffected by the generation dispatch, even appearing when
the WPP was exporting just 5 MW.

Event #9 is exceptional because the oscillation is worse
when solar PV power output is low.

A. (2015) West China 30-Hz oscillation event

On July 1st, 2015, type-4 WPPs located in West China
experienced oscillations. The wind power is collected at sub-
stations A, B and C then transmitted to substation D through
109-km and 134-km long transmission lines. The collected
power is then fed to the main 750-kV grid through a 220-
kV double circuit transmission line. Station H connects with

thermal power plants M (four 660-MW units) and N (two 660-
MW units) and connects a ±800 kV HVdc link to transfer the
surplus power to the Central China Power Grid. The system
topology is shown in Fig. 9. The huge amount of WPPs and
the long distances make the short circuit ratio very small; thus,
the interconnection is considered weak.

Fig. 9: West China system topology [20]. Source: X. Xie; used with permis-
sion.

Fig. 10: 2015 West China 30-Hz oscillation event [20]. Source: X. Xie; used
with permission.

The oscillations spread across the grid. The oscillation
frequency coincided with the torsional frequencies of the
thermal power plant M, triggering severe torsional interactions.
Eventually, torsional relays tripped the turbo-generators and
the power transfer from the HVdc link dropped from 4500
MW to 3000 MW. The field recorded active powers are shown
in Fig. 10.

1) Mechanism: Phase-locked loop (PLL) and Torsional
Interaction: The west China case shows 30-Hz oscillations
appear at an output level of 5% of WPP capacity in a
weak grid. The oscillations were speculated to be associated
with poor PLL implementation [39]. References [40], [41]
confirmed that a PLL with inappropriate parameters can lead
to higher frequency SSO. [41] also presents EMT simulation
case studies to demonstrate that a weak grid mode caused by
a type-4 WPP’s PLL can interact with a thermal generator’s
torsional mode.
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B. (2011) Texas 4-Hz oscillations in a WPP
4-Hz oscillations were captured by PMUs (with a sampling

rate at 30 Hz) installed at a type-4 WPP in Texas [18].

Fig. 11: Texas 4-Hz weak grid oscillations: recorded voltage measurement at a
WPP’s point of interconnection [18]. Source: ERCOT; used with permission.

At normal conditions, the WPP is connected to the ERCOT
grid through one 69-kV transmission line and one 138-kV
transmission line. When the 138-kV transmission line was
out of service for maintenance, the SCR reduced below 2
and undamped oscillations appeared. Measurement recordings
are presented in Fig. 11. ERCOT successfully replicated the
oscillation events in the study. The oscillations was identified
to be associated with the WPP’s voltage control. Slowing
down the voltage control can help mitigate the oscillations
[18].

C. (2015) Hydro One 20-Hz oscillations in solar PVs
Hydro One observed 20-Hz poorly damped oscillations in

RMS voltage measurements at a 44-kV distribution feeder
upon switching in a 30-Mvar capacitor in a substation [21].
Three 10-MVA solar PV plants were connected to the utility
substation through a 30-km feeder. Fault level at the 44-kV
point of connection (PoC) is approximately 120 MVA.

Hydro One also observed that the instantaneous currents
and voltage have a large 80-Hz oscillation component. This
component reflects in the RMS voltage as 20-Hz oscillations.
Fig. 12 presents the recorded instantaneous current and the
voltage measurement. The oscillation issue was resolved by
closing a tie breaker to reduce grid impedance.

D. (2017) First Solar 7-Hz oscillations
First Solar reported an oscillation event at a 500-MW solar

PV farm [24]. The actual measurement data at the PoC,

Fig. 12: Hydro One solar PV oscillations [21]. (a) 80-Hz oscillations in
the phase current. (b) 20-Hz oscillations in the RMS voltage measurements.
Source: C. Li; used with permission.

including real and reactive power output and bus voltage, are
shown in Fig. 13. The observed oscillations were attributed to
a weak grid condition resulting from a contingency.

Fig. 13: First Solar 7-Hz oscillations [22]. Source: First Solar; used with
permission.

E. (2019) 9-Hz oscillation event in an offshore WPP in GB

During the August 2019 GB power disruption event, an
off-shore 799 MW WPP consisting of 7-MW type-4 wind
turbines experienced poorly damped 9 Hz oscillations. Ten
minutes later, a lightning strike caused a transmission line to
trip. The system strength as viewed from the WPP became
lower. Undamped oscillations caused the WPP to deload to
60 MW.

An investigation determined that the control system was
not tuned properly. This was corrected with a manufacturer
control upgrade. Investigation also indicates the cause of
poorly damped oscillation was due to WPP’s voltage control,
an issue similar to the 4-Hz oscillations in Texas.

F. Australia 7-Hz oscillations

In Australia, AEMO observed 7-Hz oscillations in IBR
dominated West Murray area as shown in Fig. 14. The west-
Murray area is an IBR rich area that host wind farms,
solar farms, batteries, HVdc interconnection and static var
compensators (SVCs). The 7-Hz oscillations are involved with
multiple IBRs. In this region, IBR penetration is very high
and the system strength is very low. A similar 7-Hz voltage
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oscillations were initially observed in 2015 with 5% peak to
peak oscillations.

AEMO conducted simulation studies using wide-area
PSCAD modeling which includes original equipment manu-
facturer (OEM) models of IBRs. Through detailed simulations,
it was identified that the magnitude of oscillations can be
reduced by lowering the number of online inverters. Further
simulation tests show that IBRs have different responses
towards the 7-Hz oscillations. Some contribute reactive power
in phase with the voltage, some contribute reactive power out
of phase with the voltage. Also, some have a major impact
while others have a minor impact.

Fig. 14: West Murray region. Source: AEMO; used with permission.

Fig. 15: AEMO 7-Hz oscillations. Voltage after a disturbance. Source: AEMO;
used with permission.

In 2019, AEMO carried out system tests to validate the
outcome of EMT modelling. Fig. 15 shows the real-time
responses compared against EMT simulation.

For mitigation via IBR control system parameter tuning,
inverter-level control upgrade has been conducted by the OEM.
The upgrade includes PLL parameter and introduction of a fast
reactive current compensation loop [26].

G. AEMO 19-Hz oscillations

On 20 August 2020, a transmission fault resulted in a trip
of a 220-kV transmission line in northwest Victoria, Australia.
This resulted in several wind farms inter-tripped due to a
designed runback scheme. After the line and wind/solar farm
trip, AEMO has observed 19-Hz voltage oscillations.

The oscillation is highest at the location where the solar
farm was tripped, with peak-peak oscillation at around 1%
(0.01pu on voltage). These oscillations occurred in both real
and reactive power flow from a number of IBRs connected
in that area with the magnitude of oscillations ranging from
as low as 0.1% to as high as 2%. Fig. 16 shows measured
responses.

Fig. 16: AEMO 19-Hz oscillations - West Murray area. Source: AEMO; used
with permission.

H. Dominion Energy 22-Hz oscillations

An oscillation mode, reported by Dominion Energy, was
identified in synchrophasor data measured at solar source
penetrated substations with ambient operating conditions [29].
The oscillation mode frequency was found to be 8 Hz from
synchrophasor data with 30 frame/second sampling rate. The
emergence of this oscillation coincides with the daylight hours
as shown by the spectrogram in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17: Dominion Energy 22-Hz oscillations: spectrogram. Source: C. Wang;
used with permission.

With further investigations using higher sampling rate data
including 60 frames/second synchrophasor data and Point-
on-Wave (PoW) data sampled at 960 Hz, it was identified
that the frequency of this oscillation is 22 Hz from which
the aforementioned 8 Hz mode is aliasing. Power Spectral
Density (PSD) plots on PoW data of both voltage and current
measurements are shown in Fig. 18 to further validate this
finding by showing high energy at 38 Hz (60 Hz – 22 Hz)
and 82 Hz (60 Hz + 22 Hz). It can be seen that the energy of
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this mode in current measurement is weaker than in voltage
which coincides with spectrogram observations.

This phenomenon has been observed in measurements from
multiple areas in the system with or without immediate solar
penetration. However, it is worth noting that although the
oscillation seems significant in frequency domain, the actual
magnitude of the oscillation in time domain is minor and it is
not affecting normal operation of the grid given the current
comparatively limited capacity of the solar sources in the
system.

Fig. 18: PSD plots of voltage and current PoW data. Source: C. Wang; used
with permission.

IV. WEAK GRID SSO MECHANISMS: LITERATURE
REVIEW

For WPPs in weak grids, oscillations are typically less than
10 Hz, e.g., 4 Hz (#4 Texas), 5 Hz (#5 BPA), 3 Hz (#6 OG&E,
#15 Hydro One), 9 Hz (#16 GB), 8 Hz (#19 Scotland).
Occasionally, 13-14 Hz oscillations have been reported by
BPA (#5), OG&E (#3), and China (#11). For solar PVs, 7-Hz
(#12 First solar, #14 AEMO), 17-19 Hz (# 17 AEMO), and
22-Hz (#18 Dominion Energy) oscillations have been reported.

Based on the operation records and event analysis, several
possible causes may be associated with weak grid SSO. For
example, PLL is associated with the West China 30-Hz event
(#8), 7-Hz AEMO event (#14); while voltage control has
something to do with the Texas 4-Hz oscillations (#4), the
BPA oscillation events (#5), the GB 9-Hz oscillation event
(#16).

Mechanism analysis of various weak grid oscillations of
a grid-following inverter is an ongoing research topic. In
this section, possible causes of oscillations identified by the
literature are reviewed.

A. PLL and oscillations

From the power system side, researchers working on HVdc
systems have noticed weak grid stability issues of HVdc
inverters. For example, back in 1999, Jovcic has shown there
is a limitation to transfer power from the inverter to the ac

grid and PLL parameters influence stability [42]. In 2010,
Strachan and Jovcic published an article on analytical model
building of a grid-connected 2 MW type-4 wind turbine [43].
10-Hz oscillations appear when the grid impedance increases.
Eigenvalue and participation factor analysis shows that this
mode is influenced by the ac voltage control of the wind
turbine grid-connected inverter.

The model in [43] includes not only grid-side converter
control detail, but also machine side converter control and
type-4 generator dynamics. This results in a high-order (47)
state-space model, which poses difficulty for analysis. The
SCR discussed in [43] is in the range of 4-10. In the research
conducted by Zhou et al. [11], a VSC-HVdc inverter was
represented by a 16th-order small signal model. Eigenvalue
analysis showed that the weak grid oscillation mode was
greatly influenced by the PLL parameters. Furthermore, it
demonstrated, by using a lower PLL gain, the converter can
operate in a very weak system with an SCR of 1.3.

The research in [11] implicates two important findings: (i)
the gains of the PLL, particularly for weak grids, greatly
affect the operation of the VSC-HVdc converter; (ii) for very
weak grid (e.g., SCR at 1.3), PLL with high gains may
pose instability issue. The work in [11] opened the path of
eigenvalue analysis with EMT-level detail models for VSC
dynamics, which later inspired many follow up research, e.g.,
[40], [41].

From the power electronics community, impact of PLL on
stability has been examined for frequency-domain responses
using impedance/admittance models. In both [44] and [45],
Harnefors et al. derived a VSC’s admittance model with cur-
rent control, PLL and outer dc-link voltage control included. It
is found that PLL with a high bandwidth and dc-link voltage
control with a high bandwidth may introduce instability. This
finding on PLL is also echoed by another group of researchers
[46]. [46] finds that PLL introduces negative incremental
resistance in the qq-component of the VSC impedance. Under
weak grid conditions, increasing PLL’s bandwidth may lead
to instability.

We may fast forward to a recent article in IEEE trans. Power
Systems [47] on weak grid oscillations. This paper summarizes
the remarks of the past literature and indicates that oscillations
can occur due to (i) PLL of high-frequency bandwidth only,
(ii) interaction of PLL of high-frequency bandwidth with inner
current control, and (iii) interaction of PLL of low-frequency
bandwidth with outer control. The third cause may lead to
low-frequency SSOs (typically less than 10 Hz). This cause
has also been presented in [48] with a detailed block-diagram
based analysis to demonstrate that the interaction of dc-link
control and PLL can lead to SSOs. Though [47] employed
linear model only for analysis and demonstration, the remarks
can serve as a reference.

B. Outer control mode and low-frequency SSOs
Since [47] is based on a grid-following converter control

regulating the dc-link voltage and reactive power, other pos-
sible causes of low-frequency SSOs, e.g., voltage control,
have not been mentioned. Indeed, outer control mode matters
whether low-frequency SSOs may appear or not.
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Fig. 19: Configuration of the hardware test bed at University of South Florida
[49].

From the power grid operation view, weak grid instability
can be viewed as dynamic voltage stability issue. Pushing
more power into a weak grid will cause voltage reduction.
The reduction of voltage will cause less power to be delivered.
This characteristic, similar to voltage instability, introduces an
unstable feedback loop, as discovered in [50]. In turn, [51] has
shown that faster ac voltage control or introducing a feedback
loop to decouple voltage and power can improve weak grid
stability.

Yet, whether the system will suffer low-frequency SSOs or
not may depend on outer control mode and outer power control
parameters, if the PLL has a low-frequency bandwidth and the
inner current control is very fast.

Both EMT simulation and hardware experiments have been
conducted by the task force members at University of South
Florida [49] to demonstrate weak grid oscillations or weak grid
voltage instability without oscillations. The inverter control is
assumed to be in PQ following mode or PV control mode.

Fig. 19 presents the hardware test bed configuration and Fig.
20 presents the experiment results. It can be seen that if the
power control is slow, PQ control leads no oscillation while
PV control leads to 3-Hz oscillations. If the power control is
tuned to be fast, even in PQ control mode, 3-Hz oscillations
appear.

V. COMPARISON AND DEEP THINK

By reviewing the literature, comparing the field record data
of the listed events, five questions may be posed.
• In the literature, grid-following inverter with fast voltage

control is claimed to improve stability [51]. On the other
hand, ERCOT experience shows that slowing voltage
control can mitigate 4-Hz oscillations [18]. Why the
literature and the field experience give two different
answers?

• Are there connections between series LC resonance mode
and overcurrent?

• Can the phase voltage/current spectrum give us clue on
causations?

• Type-3 WPPs connected to series compensated lines have
shown to be vulnerable to SSO. Will there be potential
risks of SSO for type-4 wind farms and solar PVs when
connected to series compensated lines?

• Shunt compensation has been widely used in wind farms
and solar PVs. Will there be potential risks of SSO due
to shunt compensation and IBR interactions?

A. Deep Think 1: Is fast voltage control good or bad for low-
frequency SSOs?

The key difference between [51] and the ERCOT case is
that [51] refers to the inverter-level voltage control where
communication and control delay is negligible, while in the
ERCOT case, the voltage control refers to the plant-level con-
trol where delay cannot be ignored. Majority of the research
papers have not considered plant-level control. Hence, Texas
4-Hz oscillations have not been adequately explained. In this
article, we attempt to offer a reasonable explanation on why
fast voltage control is bad in this case.

A very simple block diagram is constructed to illustrate the
voltage control closed-loop system and the effect of delay on
such system. At the plant level, the voltage regulator amplifies
the voltage error and generates a reactive power command.
The communication delay is Td to send this command to the
inverter. Considering the plant-level control to inverter-level
communication delay, a time delay of 0.1 s may be assumed.

It is well known that the PCC voltage and the injected reac-
tive power relationship can be represented as ∆V = Xg∆Q.
In addition, we may consider a first-order lagging unit to
represent the reactive power following control:

∆Q

∆Qref
=

1

1 + τs
.

Thus, the entire closed-loop system can be drawn as Fig.
21. With the delay unit represented by a first-order Pade
approximation, the root loci of the open-loop system (OL(s)
is shown in Fig. 22 for two types of voltage regulator: integral
control or PI control.

The expression of OL(s) is as follows:

OL(s) =
Ki

s

1 − 0.05s

1 + 0.05s

Xg

1 + τs︸ ︷︷ ︸
GQV

. (1)

It can be seen that the communication delay introduces a
zero in the right-half-plane (RHP), which attracts two root
loci. Oscillations at 2 Hz may appear if the open-loop gain is
increased to 2.63. Increasing Xg or Ki can make the system
unstable with oscillations. If the PI voltage controller is used,
the system approaches instability at a gain of 2.91 and 4.6-Hz
oscillations may appear.

Remark: Increasing plant-level voltage control gain can
make low-frequency SSOs worse. A key factor to be con-
sidered is the communication delay of plant-level control. 100
ms delay largely is the main contributor of the low-frequency
SSOs.

While the above model can explain why reducing voltage
control gain can mitigate oscillation, it does not have the ca-
pability to explain why oscillations are undamped during high
power scenarios while oscillations are well damped during
low power exporting scenarios. This model only considers the
reactive power’s effect on voltage. On the other hand, in weak
grid condition, real power also has a significant impact on the
point of common coupling (PCC) voltage. It is well known
from steady-state voltage stability point of view that exporting
more real power may lead to decrease in voltage. Interested
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Fig. 20: Hardware experiment results [49] (The responses of P , Q and voltage when P is given a step change) demonstrating weak grid instability. (a)
PQ control mode (slow P control): losing stability without subject to oscillations. (b) PV control mode (slow P control): oscillations. (c) PQ control (fast P
control): oscillations appear when the power control becomes fast.

Fig. 21: Voltage control closed-loop system. Kp = 0 or 1, Ki = 10, Td =
0.1 s, τ = 0.04, Xg = 0.5.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 22: The root loci of the open-loop system. Voltage control: (a) integral
control. (b) PI control.

readers may refer to [50], [51] for more information on power
exporting level’s effect on stability.

In summary, the effect of plant-level control is recom-
mended to be included for further comprehensive investigation.

B. Deep Think 2: Series LC mode and overcurrent

The Minnesota, Texas, and North China events are all due
to type-3 wind farms radially connected to series compensated
transmission lines. In all these events, three-phase instanta-
neous currents demonstrate large overcurrent. It can be easily
understood that overcurrent is due to the small electric network
impedance at the LC resonant frequency. Spectrum of phase
current also shows one dominant subsynchronous components
besides the fundamental component. For example, for the
Texas series capacitor SSO, Fig. 5 shows a dominant 26 Hz
component.

On the other hand, if we examine the Hydro One event, we
also see overcurrent at 80 Hz. Co-author C. Li also conducted
spectrum analysis for phase current and the dominant com-
ponent is 80 Hz. This gives us a hint to examine if there is
indeed a series LC mode at 80 Hz.

The electric network has only shunt compensation and the
LC modes are at a frequency over 200 Hz. Therefore, it is
reasonable to ask this question: Is it possible that the solar
PV act as a voltage source behind a series capacitor at 80-Hz
frequency region? Is it possible that this feature causes a dip
in the total impedance magnitude, which makes overcurrent
possible? The NERC event report of the 2020 San Fernando
large-scale solar tripping event [3] shows that slow converter
current control leads to overcurrent. A quantitative analysis
[52] indeed shows that slow inverter current control introduces
a dip in the total impedance magnitude, which in turn results
in overcurrent.

A numerical case can be constructed based on the feeder
data provided in [21] and the assumed solar PV inverter control
structure and parameters. Fig. 23 presents the test system
circuit topology and the assumed PV inverter control structure,
where the inner current control is implemented in the static
frame using proportional resonant (PR) control and the control
delay is modeled as Td = e−τs.

Consider the inner current control, delay effect only, the
impedance of the solar PV ZPV can be found and an unstable
80-Hz mode in the static frame can be created by tuning
parameters.

Fig. 24a presents the PV impedance and the grid impedance.
It can be seen that the two impedances have the same mag-
nitudes at 80 Hz, which means that the open-loop transfer
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Fig. 23: The circuit topology and assumed inverter control structure for the
Hydro One event. The detailed data are provided in Table I.

TABLE I: Per Unit Data of the test bed in Fig. 23.

choke filter R, L 0.015, 0.15 assumed
Feeder to the substation Rx, Lx 0.0651, 0.1805 grid data

Source impedance Rg , Lg 0.007, 0.0698 grid data
Shunt capacitor C 1 grid data

Inverter current control PR 0.02 + 2 2ωcs
s2+2ωcs+ω2 assumed

Control delay τ 200 µs assumed

ωc = 2π × 2 rad/s and ω is 377 rad/s.

function ZPV/Zgrid has a crossover frequency at 80 Hz. The
phase difference between the two impedances are over 180
degree, implicating an unstable 80-Hz oscillation mode. Fig.
24a(b) shows that the total impedance has a dip at 80 Hz.

Furthermore, Fig. 24a also presents the grid impedance
when the shunt capacitor is not connected. The shunt capacitor
introduces a peak in the grid impedance magnitude at 229 Hz
and a dip at 269 Hz. It can be seen that the shunt capacitor
only influences the magnitude and phase angle of the grid
impedance at the frequency range above 200 Hz. For the
frequency range below 100 Hz, the shunt capacitor does not
influence the grid impedance.

Thus, it can be concluded that the shunt capacitor does not
contribute to the oscillation mode. Rather, energizing the shunt
capacitor triggers the 80-Hz oscillation mode.

So far, for this event, we still haven’t explained why oscil-
lations are more severe during low power output conditions. A
more comprehensive analysis has been conducted in a recently
submitted paper. Interested readers may refer to [53].

C. Deep Think 3: Phase current spectrum signature

In all these series capacitor SSO events, spectrum of the
three-phase instantaneous currents shows one dominant sub-
synchronous component besides the fundamental component.

This is not the case for many other events.
In the case of Event #11, both 37-Hz and 63-Hz oscillations

were observed in the phase voltage and currents of a type-3
WPP with weak grid interconnection. Fig. 25 presents the
frequency spectrum of the phase voltage and phase current
measured at a STATCOM installed at the WPP. The two
components are symmetrical in the current spectrum. In the
voltage spectrum, the 63-Hz component is more dominant.

Event #18 is associated with solar PVs and 22-Hz os-
cillations were observed in RMS measurements. In phase
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Fig. 24: (a) The PV impedance and the grid impedance. Crossover frequency
is 80 Hz. Phase difference between the two impedances are greater than 180
degree, implicating instability. (b) The total impedance shows a dip at 80 Hz.

Fig. 25: The spectrum data of phase voltage and current of Event #11 show
both 37-Hz and 63-Hz oscillation components. Source: X. Xie.

voltage and current, both 38-Hz and 82-Hz components have
comparable magnitudes.

Indeed, the current and voltage spectrums (Fig. 8) in [45]
for PLL introduced oscillations have a quite similar feature as
Event #11. Thus, it is reasonable to speculate this event may
be associated with PLL.

Furthermore, it is reasonable to speculate the following:
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different causation leads to different signatures in phase cur-
rent spectrum, especially on those mirrored frequency com-
ponents. Such signatures cannot be detected if only RMS
measurements are collected or if only RMS-based simulation
is conducted. The difference in phase spectrum also motivates
further research to understand why. A straightforward and
rough explanation can be that if the oscillations are originated
from the electric network, one mode will be predominant. On
the other hand, if the oscillations are due to dq-frame control
which leads to modulation on angle, voltage magnitude or
current magnitude, the resulting spectrum of phase current and
voltage may show two comparable components of mirrored
frequencies.

Refined analysis and EMT-model based simulation are re-
quired to understand the connection between phase variable
spectrum and oscillation causation. This also motivates this
task force to construct EMT test beds and examine phase
variable spectrums for oscillations of different mechanism in
[53].

D. Deep Think 4: Interaction of series compensation and grid-
connected converters

Both type-4 wind farms and solar PVs employ grid-
following converter control. Thus, the question can be viewed
as if there are potential interactions of the electric LC reso-
nance mode with converter controls.

The task force members at University of South Florida has
carried out a study to examine a scenario of type-4 WPP
radially connected to a series compensated line [54]. It is
found that it is possible to see interaction of PLL and the
LC mode. This interaction may lead to SSO. If PLL has a
low bandwidth, increasing series compensation reduces grid
impedance and leads to better stability. On the other hand,
if PLL has a high bandwidth, increasing series compensation
may lead to worse SSO by pushing the mode of PLL to the
right-half-plane.

Further comprehensive analysis is needed to identify inter-
actions of series compensation and VSC controls.

E. Deep Think 5: Interaction of shunt compensation and grid-
connected converters

Similarly, it is valid to examine if there are potential
interactions of shunt compensation and converter controls, e.g.,
PLL.

Shunt compensation is popularly employed in WPPs and
solar PVs. When the grid is strong, the LC mode has a high
frequency. The Hydro One case shows that when the SCR
is 4 and the shunt compensation is 1 p.u., the LC mode has
a frequency over 200 Hz. If the SCR is reduced to 1.8, the
frequency of the LC mode will be reduced to 80 Hz. Such a
mode viewed in the dq frame will have a frequency of 20 Hz
when SCR is 1.8 and 140 Hz when SCR is 4. In the first case,
it is very possible that this mode may interact with PLL and
cause SSO in dq frame. In the second case, it is also possible
that this mode may interact with current control.

In summary, an examination of the events leads to many
in-depth thinking. We pose the above five questions and the

task force will continue to work to address the questions by
carrying out more in-depth investigations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND CHALLENGES
In this paper, we have documented a list of IBR SSOs. The

first type is associated with the interaction of type-3 WPPs
and series capacitors. This type is termed series capacitor
SSO. The second type is associated with weak grids and it
is termed weak grid SSO. This work of documenting, review,
and comparison of real-world IBR SSO events is of uttermost
importance to develop a better understanding of IBR related
dynamics, as an event may present a unique feature that has
not been captured before.

We would like to point out one single example to show
how real-world operating experience and data can help shape
research to be rigorous and thorough. While majority weak
grid SSOs become worse with increased power transfer level,
there is one exception: the Hydro One event. In that case,
oscillations were obvious in the morning when solar PV power
output is light. With many papers published on IBR weak
grid oscillation stability, are there any research papers that
capture this subtle yet important detail? To the authors’ best
knowledge, the answer is No.

Thus, we can clearly see, with all the initial research,
the work of developing a fundamental understanding and
mitigation strategies for various types of SSOs just begins
and is expected to remain a challenge with higher and higher
IBR penetration and new types of control (e.g., grid forming
control) introduced. Rigorous and thorough research as well
as cross validation from industry operation are imperative to
achieve the goal.

A challenge facing the grid industry and the academic
community is the lack of IBR models. As stated by E.V.
Larsen [33], strict nondisclosure requirements are imposed
by vendors. Such fact makes modeling of IBR an intellec-
tual challenge. We need not only prior knowledge of power
electronic converter control but also field measurements to de-
velop models and refine models. Close collaboration between
researchers and operation industry is important to develop
relevant research to the practical world.

Last but not least, advanced measurement devices are nec-
essary. For IBR SSOs, not only RMS measurements but also
three-phase measurements are necessary to better understand
each phenomenon. To this end, advanced sensing technology
with high data resolutions, such as PoW adopted by Dominion
Energy, becomes indispensable.
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